today, with its novel design and good application prospect, big
use value , It must be widely used.

save to physical memory, the monitoring task, according to the
mobile terminal command regulation of digital flow valve
working condition, in the LCD display temperature data, the
communication task, through the ZigBee network, collecting
and processing data in time and response for every command
the user send. Human-computer interaction tasks, wireless
thermostat providing interactive visualization, according to the
keyboard input to view the running state of the system,
historical data and configuration of some of the basic
operation parameters of the system.
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VI . Conclusion
This text gives a solution about intelligent household
heating control system, the scheme not only can real-time and
remotely collect data information of every household heating,
and the mobile terminal user temperature control command
could execution timely in the user’s heating equipment, realize
full-duplex mode monitoring and control, timely, and
effectively avoid energy waste, according to the actual demand
of user with the least amount of heat to achieve the best effect
of heating. Through the wireless controller ZigBee network,
problems of energy waste and inadequate heating etc appeared
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